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Between You and Me
By Chas. H. Webb

Now that the holidays are over,

and the days are beginning to get

longer, every painter and decorator

should begin to prepare for the

"spring rush." The first step in this

direction should be the overhauling

of the shop and equipment. The shop

should be put in "apple pie order,"

and the brushes, pails and other ap-

pliances should be well cleaned and
put away for use on the first jobs.

The ladders, planks and scaffolds,

including the rope equipment, should

be gone over carefully and repairs

should be made. Then all the lad-

ders, planks and scaffolds should be

painted and lettered.

Not only should the shop and

equipment be put in order now, but

some thought should be given to the

purchase of materials and additional

equipment. All these items should be

put in stock and be prepared for im-
mediate use when the first call for

service comes over the wire. Being

well prepared is half the battle in the

painting and decorating business.

& r
In my visits to conventions all over

the country, one outstanding fact im-

presses me. That is that those mas-

ter painters who make a practice of

attending the conventions do the

least complaining about unsatisfac-

tory business conditions and undesir-

able competition. The benefits of

the interchange of ideas and the

frank discussion of daily problems

are priceless, and I find that it is far

better to go to the convention and

learn something helpful and uplift-

ing than it is to stay at home and howl.

Jg
The Eagle Soft Paste White Lead

idea is a knockout. I feel sore every

time I think of the hours I spent and

the blisters I accumulated in breaking

up the old-fashioned stiff paste white

lead we used to get in wooden kegs

after the oil in the batch had taken

its departure. The Eagle regular

grinding paste of today breaks up
easily, but the soft paste is all its name
implies and, in the language of a

shopmate, "It is the berries."

In no business is the motto, "Be
sure you are right, then go ahead,"

more appropriate than in that of

painting and decorating. Nearly

every time I am called upon to help

a brother out of a "mess" I find that

the whole trouble was caused by a

wrong start. It is a wise thing to plan

the work intelligently and to know
at the beginning just what we are

going to do and how we can best do it.

H
.

Let us all make a long pull, a

strong pull, and a pull all together

in an effort to make 1928 the best and
most profitable year the painter has

ever known.



This unusual article, showing the tendency of good taste in wall

decorations , is one which we believe to be of great importance to the

fainting profession. It is the first of a series describing the methods

for -producing special wall finishes, and their most effective use in

the art of interior decoration. In the subsequent articles which will

appear in "The Painters' Eagle," each of these textures will be

described more fully and other suggestions will be made regarding

the proper color combinations. These articles will be invaluable for

reference, and we suggest that you save them.

TheTrend ofModern WallDecoration

Some New and Old Wall Finishes for High Class Jobs

STYLES come and go in wall

decorations just as they do in

music, dress, furniture and

other things which are essential ac-

cessories of modern life. Each new
decorative style is used to express

really artistic ideas by some, others

use it with a fair degree of success

and still others let it run wild and

jazz it all over the house. In time

the best comes out of each decorative

mode, if there is any real, sincere

merit in it and only the best remains.

The same has ever been true of pop-

ular music, of literature and of the

drama.

The present tendency of good

taste in wall decorations is exerting

itself after a year or two of dissipa-

tion in the form of overly fantastic

wall treatments, particularly those

employing very rough wall textures.

After too long an association with

uninterestingly plain walls and vi-

olent contrasts with wood trim, peo-

ple were only too ready to accept

more color and daring textures. As

usual under such circumstances the

mode was carried to extremes. The
trend today is back to the well and

long established middle ground of

good taste which keeps the wall dec-

orations in their place as the back-

ground of the decorative scheme

against which the furniture and fur-

nishings are displayed. There are

exceptions, of course, where the walls

of sparsely furnished rooms, such as

automobile sales rooms, are decorated

to hold considerable interest, but for

average homes and public buildings

decorated in good taste the walls and

ceiling occupy the same relative posi-

tion as the background of an artistic

oil painting.

Even the very rough plastic paint

wall textures now being done are

given a more or less indefinite char-

acter in texture and color to better

make them serve the true purposes of
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The Trend ofModern Wall Decoration

a background. After the textures

are done and partly set they are wiped

over with a wet brush to smooth

down the projections and make the

texture pattern less definite.

The desire for design or pattern

in wall decorations is strong today

and is apt to continue. And the wish

for more and more colorful effects

is evident on every hand. Of late

there is greater ef-

fort put forth,

however, to keep

color and texture

strictly within

bounds to serve

only artistic pur-

poses. All of which

leads right back to

the time-honored

and firmly estab-

lished plain stip-

pled and glazed

wall finishes, the

finishes done by

applying a stout

coat of Eagle
white lead thinned

with turpentine and stippled with a

wall stippling brush. Such finishes

are very old in the decorators' craft,

probably a hundred years or more.

They are like good old music in that

they have always been with us and

probably will continue popular among

people of good taste for years to

come. While the pattern up to this

time has remained the same, count-

less variations have been employed in

color effects by using white, ivory,

light gray, pink, blue, green, alu-
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Figure 1.—PLAIN
ISH, done iv

clieese

minum, copper and gold bronzes for

grounds and a multitude of glaze

color mixtures for the second tone.

By applying two glaze colors, one

over the other when the first is dry,

decorators have produced still other

effects and by using two, three or

four glaze colors at one time very

pleasing mottles and blends have

been done. All of these two, three

and more tone ef-

fects have been the

means of making

the wall decora-

tion what it should

rightfully be in

good taste — the

background for

the picture. By

taking as the key

color the tones of

rugs, furniture

and drapes the

mottled and blend-

ed glaze color fin-

ishes will go a long

way to give the

room-unity needed

and to assure perfect harmony.

As versatile and interesting as the

plain brush stipple and glaze finish

is, there are more than a dozen other

low relief finishes which a few espe-

cially skillful decorators employ and

we propose to describe and illustrate

them for you. They have a quiet,

subtle charm which is all but too

elusive for the camera to catch and

so it is not possible to show in a

printed picture anything but the

barest suggestion of the textures. To

MOTTLED FIN
iih a wad of

cloth.



The Trend ofModern Wall Decoration
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The Trend ofModern Wall Decoration

appreciate the color effects possible

you will have to make up sample

panels on wallboard, following our

written descriptions of the tools,

methods and materials. The proce-

dure with all of them is quite simple

and it is only a matter of doing the

right thing at the right time.

Stipple and Glaze Finishes

This is an old standby for experi-

enced decorators and upon getting a

heavy, uniform stippled surface de-

pends the success of the various glaze

color treatments. Paints which flow

too much after stippling with the

wall stippling brush, or round duster

brush, are not suitable for high class

stipple work, because the flow wilts

the stipple pattern made by the brush.

Easle white lead mixed with tur-

pentine only makes the very best stip-

ple-coat medium. When a very heavy

stipple is needed the addition of about

one pint of dry whiting to a gallon

of this paint gives a most interesting

effect. The dry whiting should be

thoroughly mixed into the Eagle lead

and turpentine and then the whole

batch should be strained through a

wire strainer to break up the lumps

of whiting. Colors in oil may be

added to tint to suit, or the stipple

coat may be done in white and col-

ored with glaze colors when dry.

This simple stipple finish has a mul-

titude of uses. It is used for com-

plete walls and ceilings, within pan-

els of wood moulding only, on wood

trim and on furniture.

p;gure 4—Shaded glaze, done on a plain light colored stippled ground,
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The Trend ofModern Wall Decoration

Figure 5.—GRADU-
ATED GLAZE. The
glaze color is applied

to the bottom of the

wall only and grad-
ually stippled into the

upper area with a
cheese cloth wad, thus

making a shaded color

glaze, darkest at the

bottom.

Paint must be mixed a bit thicker

for stippling than for ordinary brush-

ing operations. On large surfaces

one man usually brushes on the paint

and a second man follows up with

the stippling brush. The stippling

operation should be done with care

to avoid sliding the brush from side

to side. Use straight strokes, as with

a hammer, pulling the brush away
clean and straight. For best results

both the first and second coats should

be stippled, as well as the third coat

when that many are used. Two coats

and a coat of size will usually do a

good job when both coats are the

same color and applied thick enough.

On large jobs the stippling brush

must be washed out occasionally and

it must be well shaken out to remove

the benzine. Stippling with a wet

brush makes a blotchy finish.

Glazing is done after the stipple or

paint finish is dry. Colors ground-

in-oil and of good quality are used

and all that are transparent or semi-

transparent are suitable. The most

commonly used glaze colors are raw
and burnt umber, raw and burnt sien-

na, Vandyke brown, chrome green,

Prussian blue, ultramarine blue and

orange chrome yellow. A number
of lake colors are very good, such as

rose lake, alizarine, green, carmine,
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The Trend ofModern Wall Decoration

crimson, mauve, olive, scarlet and

others. Italian pink and Dutch pink

are also good. The opaque colors

like chrome yellow, ochre and lamp

black are not suitable. Glaze colors

are thinned a little with turpentine

and daubed on the surface in clouds

after the surface has been coated with

a glazing liquid. A number of good

prepared glazing liquids are on the

market. Flatting oil makes a good

glazing liquid and another is a mix-

ture of 1 part turpentine, 2 parts

benzine and 4 parts flat varnish.

After coating a white or light col-

ored surface with glazing color it is

usually mottled and blended together

with a stippling brush or a wad of

cheese cloth and often wiped with the

cloth to make it lighter.

The finishing of the glaze coat is

done in various ways for different

effects. Figure 1 illustrates the plain

mottled finish done with a wad of

cheese cloth. Figure 2 shows the

same finish as Figure 1 except that

after completing it a steel graining

comb was drawn over the wet glaz-

ing color from top to bottom, thus

producing additional pattern. The

streaked glaze, accomplished by wip-

ing in vertical lines with the fingers

in a wad of cheese cloth, is shown

in Figure 3.

There is the shaded glaze indicated

by Figure 4 and which is done on a

plain light colored stippled ground.

No glazing liquid is used and the

glazing color is not applied directly

to the surface as with the others. The

glaze color is brushed out on a piece
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of sheet iron or wood. Then it is

picked up on the wall stippling brush

and transferred to the surface by

stippling with the comparatively dry

brush. More color is put into the

corners of panels. The centers of

panels and wide boards are stippled

when the brush is as empty as pos-

sible, thus shading the color effect

from very light in the panel centers

to rather dark in the corners and

around the edges of panels and

boards, such as door stiles and rails.

Using some colors it is also necessary

to wipe the glaze with a wad of

cheese cloth to shade it better.

There is another method that is

used for producing a shaded or an-

tiqued glaze finish such as an old

ivory effect. In this work the

thin glaze color is applied to the

corners, edges of wide boards and

to carvings. It is then stippled

with a dry wall stippling brush or

duster brush and finally is wiped with

a clean wad of cheese cloth to remove

most of the glaze color from panel

centers and center areas of wide

boards, door stiles and rails. For old

ivory antique finish the ground coat

is made white and stippled. Raw

umber is used for the glaze color.

Still another shaded glaze stipple

finish is called the graduated blend,

the color being darker at the bottom

than above. The painted surface is

stippled and allowed to dry. It is then

coated with a glazing liquid and the

glazing color or colors are applied.

The stretches of glazing color are

best run horizontally, beginning at



The Trend ofModem Wall Decoration

Figure 6.—CRINKLED PALM
FINISH. This is a new finish

which is a welcome variation from
the standard, brush stipple finishes.

This fattern is suitable for entire

walls, for dados, fillings and for
areas enclosed by wood panel

moulding.

Figure 7.—A variation of the flain
crinkled palm finish shown in Fig-
ure 6. Delicate colors add much to

the interest of this texture.
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The Trend ofModem Wall Decoration

the bottom of the wall, instead of at

upper left position as usual. Apply

the glaze color either in bands or

clouds at the bottom which is to be

the darkest. The color clouds should

be dark and close together at the bot-

tom and lighter and farther apart as

you get up higher on the wall. As a

rule it is not necessary to put addi-

tional color above the center of the

wall, because after stippling the

lower part enough color will have

been picked up in the wad of cheese

cloth to glaze the upper section which

is to be much lighter. The principle

of the method is to wipe the upper

wall glaze much more than the

lower. Another method is to apply

about the same amount of glaze color

in a light manner over the entire wall

and then apply another and darker

color to the bottom area. This sec-

ond glaze color is gradually stippled

into the upper area, thus making a

graduated or shaded color glaze

darkest at the bottom. Figure 5.

Crinkled Palm Finish

This is a new finish that offers a

great deal of interest and is a wel-

come variation from the standard

brush stipple finishes. The plain

crinkled palm finish is shown in

Figures 6 and 7 and while it is a

monotone the shadows cast by the re-

lief pattern give an interesting effect.

This pattern of wall finish is suitable

for entire walls, for dados, fillings

and for areas enclosed by wood panel

mouldings. It is produced by mixing

Eagle white lead, soft paste or reg-

ular grind to usual brushing consis-

tency with turpentine. Tint to suit

or use in pure white to be glaze col-

ored. To the gallon of such paint

add a gallon of dry whiting of the

Figure 8.—An interesting variation of a crinkled- palm finish, produced by using an

opaque finis/ling coat instead of transparent glaze color and then wipe.
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. .for his craft"

Mr. Charles H. Webb—"Char-
ley," as he is known to the old-

timers, men whose experiences date

back thirty-five years or more—has

finally achieved the position in life

for which he has worked many years.

He has always wanted to do some real

good for his craft. He has been a

painter, a contractor, finally an editor

. . . then the war caused him to

exhibit his allegiance to the flag

and give up his publishing business.

Finally we learned that his services

were available. He was placed on
The Painters' Eagle as a "trouble

shooter" and general editorial assis-

tant. The hundreds of letters which
reach him following each issue of
The Painters' Eagle indicate that he

is needed by the painters—he is very

happy over your interest in his expe-

rience, service and counsel, and hopes

you will continue to write him about

your painting problems. Some of his

interesting solutions to painting prob-

lems appear on the next page, only

a few cases of which can be published

from the many hundreds already

received.

"without extra cost to you. .

.

"

An illustration on the back of this

issue will bring to you another picture

of Eagle-Picher's eagerness to meet

the master painters' needs.

Without any extra cost to you,

these sturdy, squat paint pots will be

furnished with your usual purchase

of Eagle regular grind pure White
Lead ... in the fifty-pound size

only. Speak to your dealer oi to the

Eagle salesmen; they will show you
a sample.

"a good sales aid. .

.

"

This issue of The Painters' Eagle

has been printed in full color to pic-

torially illustrate the beauty of the

new and old wall finishes covered by

the leading article, "The Trend of

Modern Wall Decoration." Supple-

mentary issues will be printed only

in black and white, featuring in

greater detail and with more specific

instructions the various treatments

mentioned in this number. The old

master painter should be delighted to

see the renewal of styles and tech-

nique which have not been very

widely practiced for many years. The
younger painter will profit by a re-

view of these ideas which will reveal

these valuable trade practices, some
of which are not available elsewhere

in print and others making their ini-

tial appearance. The new textures

as well as the renewal of the old are

not commonplace; they are unique,

beautiful and are especially desirable

because they can be easily done with

material which is always available in

your shop. Keep this issue of The
Painters' Eagle—it will be a good
sales aid and it will serve to make
your file complete when supported

by the special articles on this impor-

tant subject which will follow dur-

ing the remainder of this year.



Practical Answers
to Painting Problems

By Charles H. Webb

This department of The Painters' Eagle is at your

service. It offers the facilities of our entire Research

Laboratories, and the experience of our painting ex-

perts, for answering any questions you may ask or for

solving any paint problems that may be bothering you

—whether of practical painting or the selection and

use of materials.

Preparing Some Walls for Glazing

Question.—I have a job of wall

work to do. Some of the old walls

have been painted, but the new ones

are finished in a sand-float finish,

and the new plastering has been done

only six weeks. What sort of a test

can I use to determine whether there

are hot spots in these new walls?

Would you advise a coat of zinc

sulphate before applying paint to

these new walls? The walls are all

to be glazed in light colors. I want

to apply two coats of ground and one

of glaze.

Edgar Robbins,

Greensburg, Ind.

Answer.—We do not imagine it will be

much of a job to apply a coat of zinc

sulphate to the new walls, and this will

be in the interest of safety first. Dissolve

about four pounds of zinc sulphate in a

gallon of water, apply this to the new

walls, and let stand for twenty-four hours.

This should neutralize any hot spots.

Reduce Eagle White Lead to brushing

consistency with two parts of linseed oil

and one part of turpentine. Add a little

drier, if necessary. When ready to apply,

stir in a quart of good elastic floor var-

nish for each gallon of the paint. Tint

this paint to near the shade the ground is

to be. This will tint and size the walls

at one operation.

When dry, thin Eagle White Lead to

the consistency of a fairly heavy stipple

coat with one part linseed oil to two parts

of turpentine. Into a gallon of this paint,

which should be properly tinted, stir a gal-

lon of gilders' bolted whiting. Stir until

well mixed, then strain through screen

wire. Apply a heavy coat of this mixture,

and stipple at once with a wall stippling

brush. When dry, your glazing may be

done over this ground.

Killing Bad Knots

Question.—I have a contract to

repaint a cottage. On one side of

tin's cottage the knots refuse to stay

hidden, after being coated with shel-

lac. Can you tell me what I can do

to these knots to prevent their show-

ing through the paint?

William Dickson,

South Manchester, Conn.



Answer.—If you will place a little

shellac or some bronzing' liquid, composed

of two parts of good elastic floor varnish

and one part of benzine, in a clean cup

and stir chemically pure aluminum bronze

in the liquid until a paint that covers well

is formed, and apply one or two coats of

this paint to the knots, they will not come

through again. Allow ample time be-

tween coats for proper drying.

Curing Dampness in a Brick Wall

Question.—We recently painted

a house and it looked fine for a few

days, then around one side and the

front, to the height of about eighteen

inches, it began to turn white, just

as if saltpeter was working out of

the brick. This is an old building

and it had not been painted before.

Can you give us any information as

to the cause of this trouble and a

remedy?

Geo. F. Haner Paint Store,

Richmond, Indiana.

Answer.—It seems quite evident that

this trouble was caused by moisture coming

from the ground. The best remedy would

be to remove the earth from against the

building where the trouble has developed,

let the brick become perfectly dry, then

put an approved waterproofing material

on the outside of the walls up to the top

of the ground. Coal tar is often used for

this purpose.

When the surface is dry, repaint the

walls, as follows: Apply a coat of boiled

linseed oil, with about a quart of turpen-

tine added for each gallon of oil. This

coat should be applied to the portion of

the walls where the discoloration occurs

only. For the second coat, thin Venetian

red with equal parts of boiled linseed oil

and turpentine. The finishing coat, which

should be made to match the paint you

formerly put on, should be mixed to dry

flat. Never try to overcome dampness in

a brick wall with less than three coats.

Shellac or Varnish for Floors

Question.—What is best for use

on floors, over stained or natural

finish, shellac or varnish? A gloss

finish is desired.

Abram B. Katz,

Souderton, Pa.

Answer.—Varnish is much better and

more durable than shellac as a finish for

floors. When shellac is used at all on floors

it should be in the form of a very thin

coat—half shellac varnish and half al-

cohol. If the shellac is used without the

addition of the alcohol, the coating will

be heavy enough to crumble under the

heels of the occupants. A thin film of

shellac will insulate the surface and keep

the oil in the varnish from turning the

floor dark. Two coats of varnish will be

necessary to finish the floor properly.

Painting Over Creosote Stain

Question.—I am called upon to

paint a building in light tints that has

been stained on the outside with

creosote stain. What treatment

should I give this building before

applying the first coat of paint?

D. S. Martin,
Cedar Rapids, la.

Answer.—The treatment necessary to in-

sure a good job over a creosoted surface

will depend somewhat upon the length of

time the stain has been on, and the quan-

tity and quality of the stain on the surface.

Dust the surface thoroughly, and apply

a good coat of aluminum paint, made by

stirring chemically pure aluminum bronze

into a liquid, made by adding a gallon of

benzine to two gallons of good elastic

floor varnish, until a paint that covers well

is formed. When this coat dries, apply

two coats of Eagle White Lead, tinted as

desired. Allow ample time for drying

between coats, and be sure you do not add

too much oil to your paint. Stout coats

will serve better than thin ones.



Refinishing Bowling Alleys

Question.—Can you give us any

information in regard to refinishing

bowling alleys? We understand

there is some kind of special lacquer

that is used on this class of work.

Arnold Mayer Co.,

Winona, Minn.

Answer.—In order to be sure that we
were giving you the latest information on

the subject, we called up the Brunswick-

Balke-Collender Co., large manufacturers

of bowling alleys, and they informed us

that so far as their experience and observa-

tion had gone, the lacquers now available

had not proven entirely satisfactory as a

coating for these alleys.

These manufacturers say it is usually

necessary to resand alleys before refinish-

ing them. However, if the surface is

smooth, and the old finish is practically all

on, sandpaper the rough places, if there

are any, and apply a coat of strictly high-

grade elastic gloss floor varnish. When
dry, rub with fine steel wool, dust well,

and apply a second coat of the same var-

nish. When this coat is thoroughly dry,

rub the surface with powdered pumice

stone and rubbing oil.

If the surface of the alleys is so bad

that the old finish must be removed, do

this, and refinish the same as you would
finish a high-grade floor.

Glue Size vs. Varnish Size

Question.—Do you think a var-

nish size or glue size best for sheet-

rock before painting?

J. N. Turn ill,

Jamesport, N. Y.

Answer.—We think varnish size is far

better than glue size when applied to the

bare sheetrock surface, but we think tin-

best plan is to add about a quart of good

elastic floor varnish to a gallon of paint

on the first coat, and let this act as a size

coat and tinting coat at one application.

A second coat applied over this will usu-

ally finish the job in either flat or gloss.

If glue size is applied to plastered sur-

faces at all, it should be put between the

first and second coats, never on the bare

plaster. Even when applied over a prim-

ing coat, a varnish size will give more
durable results than glue size.

Some of the older painters argue that

glue size is a satisfactory material when
used between coats, for it is then sealed in,

but varnish is a more stable material and
produces much more durable work. Never
try to economize on the sizing of surfaces.

Painting and Sanding a Shingled

Building

Question.—A customer wants me
to paint and sand a shingled build-

ing, but I am not sure that such a job

would be a success. I fear that the

paint would have a tendency to peel.

Will you please tell me whether

such a finish is likely to be satis-

factory and how to do the work?

Roland Boulay,
Fall River, Mass.

Answer.—This will not be a difficult

job, as the process of sanding painted sur-

faces is quite simple. The satisfaction to

be derived from such a finish is a different

matter. A sanded surface will prove to

be more durable than one that has not

been sanded. Such a finish can not be

removed economically, if the owner tires

of the finish, and if an attempt is made to

apply paint over a sanded surface, the

material piles up and becomes more un-

sightly as time goes on.

We believe you would do better to ad-

vise your customer to have his house

painted in the usual way, leaving the sand

off. However, if the owner insists upon
having a sanded job, give it to him. Build

up the surface by applying at least two
coats of Eagle White Lead paint. Allow
ample time for proper drying between

coats, and while the finishing coat is still

wet, apply your sand with a sander of

approved type.
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Figure 9.—Anotlier very -pleasing and colorful variation of crinkled palm—the ground
coat being tinted with raw sienna to an ivory white. While this coat was wet,

dry colors were blown on in patches, using a hand bellows sander.

fine, bolted kind and mix thoroughly,

then strain through a regular paint

wire strainer or cheese cloth to com-

plete the mixing by breaking up the

lumps. The whiting is used to bulk-

up the paint so that the pattern can

be made and so it will remain exactly

as done without wilting. Such a

finish is flat. If a gloss finish is

wanted get it by using a gloss glazing

liquid such as Y2 linseed oil and l/z

turpentine applied before the glazing

color. This paint will be much

thicker than is commonly used for

brush application and it should be

applied thick. Coat-in about two or

three square yards, or one stretch

from ceiling to baseboard, rubbing

the paint well into contact with the

surface, which has first been sized or

given a coat of regular Eagle white

lead paint mixed with flatting oil or

about one-fourth linseed oil and

three-fourths turpentine.

Producing the pattern is easily and

quickly done by working this thick

second coat with the palm of the hand

and fingers. Just stipple the soft

paint with the flat hand, moving it

in all directions and lifting it from

the surface repeatedly. Lifting the

hand pulls the paint up to points and

a slight side motion of the hand also

adds interesting character to pattern.

Move the hand in all directions—not

in a continuous line. For a one-color

finish the job is done when you have

completed this hand stippling.

page eleven
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Figure 10.—The same finish as Figure 9, except when dry this finish was sandpapered
lightly.

A two-tone finish may be done

over this plain crinkled palm finish

when dry, following exactly the

same standard glazing methods de-

scribed before, that is, apply a glaz-

ing liquid, add the colors and stipple

with a wad of cheese cloth. Then
wipe to highlight and finish as light

or dark as wanted. An ivory white

ground with a gray glaze, produced

with the glaze colors, ultramarine

blue and raw umber gives a nice

effect.

An interesting variation for a two-

tone finish may be done in many
color combinations by using, instead

of a transparent glaze color, a reg-

ular Eagle white lead paint, thinning

with turpentine and tinting to suit in

any color. This opaque finishing

coat is brushed on as usual and just

thick enough to completely hide the

crinkled palm coating which should
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be dry before the finishing coat is put

on. Allow the finishing color coat

to dry from five minutes to half an

hour, depending upon temperature

and ventilation, until it has set but is

not yet dry. Then take a wad of

cloth and lightly wipe this second

color coat off, thus exposing the

color and pattern of the undercoat.

Figure 8 shows this interesting fin-

ish. The undercoat is a medium
shade of olive green and the second

coat rather a grayed-off orange or

peach color.

Another very pleasing and color-

ful variation of this crinkled palm

finish is shown in Figure 9. The
surface was given a coat of Eagle

white lead paint, a coat of size and

then the second coat was mixed as

described for the plain crinkled palm

finish, tinting this coat with a little

raw sienna to an ivory white. The
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terned with the hand. Allow it to

dry hard, apply a second color mixed

from Eagle lead and colors in oil

and let it dry. Then take a piece of

No. 1 sandpaper on a block of wood

and cut off the high points of the

pattern, thus exposing the color of

the under coat.

Figure 10 shows the result of the

same method except that this finish

was sandpapered lightly. An entirely

different effect is secured by sanding

hard.

Flat Brush Stipple

In Figure 1 1 we show a new pat-

tern that is entirely different than the

plain wall brush stipple and the crin-

kled palm finish. It is a subtle and

quiet pattern that is beautiful in one

color, yet it may be glaze-coated in

the usual manner with decidedly

Figure It.—FLAT BRUSH STIPPLE. A very subtle and quiet pattern that is beautiful

in one color and yet it may be glazed in the usual manner

•with decidedly beautiful results.
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pattern was worked in as described

and while this coat was wet, dry col-

ors were blown on in patches, using

a hand bellows sander to apply the

color. To blend these colors together

the wet paint was again stippled with

the palm of the hand same as before.

An attractive flat, pastel coloring is

the result. Blue and orange-red on

top of ivory ground is the combina-

tion used here, but numerous color

schemes are possible. By using dry

bronze powders such as aluminum,

gold, copper and other colors alone

or in combination with dry colors

some exceptionally beautiful finishes

are gained.

The next variation of this crinkled

palm finish is started like the plain

finish first described, that is, one coat

of Eagle lead paint tinted to suit, a

size and then the second coat pat-
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Figure 12.— THE
DAPPLE PAT-
TERN. This is a
new pattern that

gives a beautiful fin-

ish in any color com-
bination wanted.

beautiful results. It makes a wall

that is both interesting in its own
right and a tasteful background for

the whole furnishing scheme. This

pattern is produced by a first applica-

tion of Eagle white lead mixed with

about one-fourth linseed oil and

three-fourths turpentine, or with

flatting oil, on plaster. A size coat

and then a second coat of Eagle lead

and turpentine paint mixed with an

equal bulk of dry bolted whiting.

This second coat should be well

mixed and strained, then tinted to

suit or left white to be glaze-colored

when dry. The pattern is produced

by applying a thick coat of this paint,

brushing it well into contact with the

surface. Then while wet take a

Dutch calcimine brush and stipple

the paint by pounding it with the flat

side of the brush, at the same time

draw the hand down from top to bot-

tom of the stretch. Coat-in and

stipple one stretch at a time. When
dry this pattern may be glazed and

wiped to highlight as usual. For

another effect coat with bronze and

then glaze and wipe.

The Dapple Pattern

In Figure 12 is shown a new pat-

tern that gives a dappled finish in

any color combination wanted. The

0 page fourteen
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first and size coats on a plaster wall

are mixed and applied as usual. The

second coat is Eagle white lead mixed

with turpentine to stipple coat consis-

tency to which is added an equal bulk

of dry bolted whiting and color to

suit. Coat the surface with a thick

film and after covering the first

stretch go back to the beginning and

work in the pattern by rubbing the

soft paint with the flat side of your

fingers in a circular manner. At the

same time let your hand travel, first

in one direction and then another.

Lift your fingers often and also

reverse the circles occasionally so

a repeat pattern will not result.

Let this pattern dry hard. Next,

mix up a pot of Eagle white lead,

turpentine and color, making it much

darker or much lighter than the

ground coat. Ap-

ply this coat over

the whole surface

and let it dry.

Then rub over the

finish with No. 1

sandpaper on a

block of wood un-

til you cut through

the second color

and reveal the

ground color, thus

making the dap-

pled effect. Such

a pattern may also

be glazed in the

usual way with

transparent colors

instead of the

opaque coat men-

tioned for interesting effects. Bronze

metallic paints may also be used for

the second coat.

Natural Brush Pattern

One of the most tasteful patterns

for walls in particular is that which

results from a natural brushing habit

—what the artists call carefully

—

careless application. The aim is to

let the brush marks form an inter-

esting, yet indefinite pattern after

the manner noted in the background

of fine oil painted pictures. Such a

pattern is shown in Figure 13. It is

done on new plaster with the usual

Eagle white lead first coat, a size and

a second coat of the same color mixed

with turpentine. Then to this sec-

ond coat of paint an equal volume of

dry bolted whiting is added, mixed

thoroughly and

strained. The best

effects are gained

by making the two

paint coats white,

brushing in the

pattern, letting the

surface dry and

then glazing over

with colors in the

usual manner.
The brush pattern

is made by brush-

ing in all direc-

tions, using short

semi- circular

strokes. Strokes

overlap each other

and some are
longer than others.

Figure 13.—NATURAL BRUSH PAT-
TERN. One of the most tasteful fat-

terns for walls which results from a

natural brushing habit, that is, a care-

fully careless application.
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By the same brushing method two or

more colors of this second coat mix-

ture may be applied instead of the

transparent glazing colors. A flat,

mottled and blended finish is thus

gained, and it holds a good deal of

interest as an indefinite yet colorful

background.

Changeable Color Patterns

The shifting, color changing

quality noted in some silk and satin

fabrics is the interesting character-

istic of this pattern, indicated in

Figure 14. It is one of the easiest

and most rapid of patterns to produce

on large or small surfaces. The re-

quirement on new plaster is a coat of

Eagle white lead paint and a size as

usual. Then a second coat of Eagle

lead and turpentine paint mixed with

an equal bulk of dry whiting as

described for finishing coats on pre-

ceding patterns. Apply the second

coat, which has been colored like the

first coat or is white, and when the

first stretch has been completed begin

to make the pattern. The tool needed

is a dry, clean brush of suitable size.

A 4 or 5 inch flat wall brush, a reg-

ular wall stippling brush or a Dutch

calcimine brush is needed, depending

upon the size of the pattern to be

made. Take the dry brush and, be-

ginning in the upper left hand cor-

ner, draw it down through the soft

paint for a distance of from four to

ten inches. Lift the brush, return to

the top and draw the brush from left

to right, starting at the edge of the

first block made. Lift the brush
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again and draw it from top to bot-

tom, beginning at the right side of

the second block made. Use the

width of the brush as a measure to

determine the size of the squares to

be made. No marking of guide lines

on the wall is necessary. You do not

want these squares to appear too

straight, else a checkerboard accuracy

might result that would be too stiff

and monotonous. Having finished

Figure 14.—CHANGEABLE COLOR
PATTERNS. This is one of the easiest

and most rapid of patterns to produce on
large or small surfaces and yet unusual
shifting color charging qualities can be

secured.

all blocks at the top of the wall, al-

ternating vertical with horizontal

strokes of the brush, begin the second

course below the first block made.

Brush from left to right. Repeat

these alternate strokes until the whole

wall is covered. Join up each block
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square with the others and keep the

lines approximately parallel and

plumb. Let the surface dry and con-

sider it finished in one color, or when

dry glaze-color it in the usual man-

ner. The particular charm of this

pattern is in its quiet beauty, due

largely to the manner in which light

is reflected from the alternate vertical

and horizontal stripes in relief. As

you move about the room the wall

seems to change color as the light

reflections strike it from different

angles as viewed by your eye. For

conservative effects the plain one-

color job is most useful, but the glaze-

colored pattern is also widely useful.

For a more novel finish this surface

may be done in full gloss by applying

a thin coat of enamel or good varnish

after the second coat. That makes

the pattern even more pronounced,

alternating flat squares with high

gloss, due to the light reflections.

Pointed Palm Pattern

The pattern pictured in Figure 15

is quite different in character than the

Crinkled Palm pattern previously

described, but it is done by exactly the

same method with this exception

—

the paint is not applied in quite so

thick a film and it is allowed to set a

little longer until more sticky. Then

the soft paint is stippled with the flat

palm of the hand with straight up

and down strokes, no side movement.

In other words, the paint is simply

pulled up to many little sharp points.

An interesting finish in its simplicity,

whether in one color or glazed.

Figure 15—POINTED PALM PAT-
TERN. Tltis is quite different from the

Crinkled Palm pattern, which is done in

almost exactly the same method. An in-

teresting finish in one color or glazed.

Sponge Stipple Opaques

This type of finish is not new but

as done with Eagle white lead paint,

mixed as described for preceding

finishes, it is possessed of unusual

beauty. Paint and size the surface as

usual and let dry. Tint the under-

coat light or dark as needed for the

color scheme in mind. The second

coat of a different color may be gloss

or flat and it is applied not directly to

the surface but is brushed on to a flat

piece of sheet metal or wood. The

paint is picked up on a clean, large

sponge of the sheepswool type and

the surface is stippled with this sec-

ond color. A third color is also ap-

plied on some jobs in the same man-
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ner and before the second color is

dry. The colors should be well stip-

pled out to blend them and gain a

uniform effect, rather than a con-

trasty, spotted finish. Sometimes

gold or other bronze paint is used for

one of the colors. Figure 16 shows

this finish in two tones.

Figure 16.— SPONGE STIPPLE
OPAQUE. This is not new but is f as-

sessed of unusual beauty when done prop-

erly. This illustration shows the finish in

two tones which creates a likable effect.

Etched Relief Pattern

The finish shown in Figure 1 7 is

of a somewhat novel character which

usually fits better on walls of such

public buildings as cafes, business

shops and theaters than in residences,

libraries and other buildings. This

finish is done by painting as usual

with a first coat of one color, usu-
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ally lighter or much darker than the

finishing coat. When the first coat

is dry the second coat is mixed as

described for other second coats

in preceding finishes and to have

a contrasting or analogous color in

harmony with the first coat. Apply

the second coat and while wet take

two sheets of newspaper, wad them

up into a long roll and proceed to

roll down the wet paint surface with

the paper. The paper will pick up

the second coloring, leaving the relief

pattern formation noted. Use a

fresh roll of newspaper as often as

the wad being used becomes loaded

with paint. Also roll the paper from

all directions, first one way for a

short distance and then another.

Figure 17.—ETCHED RELIEF PAT-
TERN. A somewhat novel character which
adapts itself especially well on walls of

public buildings where decorations of

strong patterns are in order.
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to have on your desk an ash

tray made in the form of a
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new 50 pound pail shown above.

This new pail is sturdy and squat,

built along the lines ol the Eagle 100

pound keg. And it has the unique fea-

ture of a self-locking handle that pre-

vents excessive slopping over of paint.

It is a straight side package—which

makes it difficult to tip over, and easy

to handle. The Eagle-Picher LeadCom-

pany, 134 N. La Salle Street, Chicago.
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